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Abstract
Modern ultrasound scanners estimate the blood velocity by
tracking the movement of the blood scatterers along the ultrasound beam. This is done by emitting pulsed ultrasound
fields and finding the shiftin position from pulse to pulse by
correlating the received signals. Only the velocity component along the beam direction is found, and this is a serious
limitation in the current scanners, since most blood vessels
are parallel to the skin surface. A method to find the velocity across the vessel has been suggested by Bonnefous [l].
Here a number of parallel receive beams are measured and
used in a correlation estimator to find the velocity across the
beam. This approach is extended in this paper by making
beamforming along the direction of the flow. A fairly broad
beam is emitted and thereceived signal is then focused along
a selected direction. This direction can be along the ultrasound beam or across it or in any direction to the beam. The
focused lines, thus, follow the flow and a cross-correlation
of lines from different pulses can find the movement of the
blood particles between pulse emissions and,thus, the blood
velocity. The new approach isinvestigated using the Field I1
simulation program. Simulations are shown for a parabolic
velocity profile for flow-to-beam angles of 30, 45, 60, and
90 degrees using a 64 elements linear array with a center frequency of 3 MHz. a pitch of 0.3 mm, and an element height
of 5 mm. The peakvelocity in the parabolic flow was 0.5 m / s ,
and the pulse repetition frequency was 3.5 kHz. Using four
pulse-echo lines, the parabolicflow profile was found with a
standard deviationof 0.028 m / s at 60 degrees and 0.092 m / s at
90 degrees (transverse to the ultrasound beam), corresponding to accuracies of 5.6 % and 18.4 %. Using ten lines gave
standard deviations of 0.021 m / s and 0.089 m / s , respectively,
corresponding to accuracies of 4.2 % and 17.8 %.

system. The velocity is estimated by finding the shift in position of the blood scatterers between pulse emissions along
the direction of the ultrasound beam [2]. This can be done
by either finding the phase shift between lines or by crosscorrelating thereceived RF signals and then findthe position
of the peak in the cross-correlation function. This directly
gives the displacement and thereby the velocity. Only the
displacement along theultrasound beam is found, and this is
a major limitation of current systems, since the blood flow
is often parallel to the skin and thereby perpendicular to the
ultrasound beam.
Several approaches have attempted to remedy this
deficiency. Among these are speckle tracking[3], crossed beams
[4], and transverse modulation beams [5], [6]. Bonnefous [ l ]
suggested using a number of parallel beamformers to generate a signal transverseto the ultrasound beam from
which the
transverse velocity could be found. A single example foran
entirely transverse flow was shown in [l], but no examples
for other angleswere given.
This paper extends Bonnefous’ idea of lateral beamforming to perform the beamforming at a number of positions
along a line in the direction of the flow vector. This makes
it possible to find the flow at all angles and not only along or
across the ultrasound beam. A beam focused orthogonal to
the ultrasound beam will be influenced by the distribution of
velocities as illustrated in Fig. 1. The beams will give a signal integratedover the velocity profile, and no unique velocity
can be determinedby the cross correlation estimator. Tilting
the beamsto follow the flow as in Fig. 2 makes it possibleto
uniquely identify the flow velocity. This is the approachtaken
in this paper. The flow angle is currently used in the approach
and it must beset manually by the user asin traditional scanning.

2 Theory

1 Introduction

The generation of the lateral focusing line requires a broad
Medical ultrasound systems are widely used for displaying a beam emission and multiple foci lines in reception. This can
real time image of the blood flow in the human circulatory be achieved with a multi-element transducer. The focusing
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line is situated over the region of interest, where the motion
rj = ( x j , ~ j 2 ;, )
j = I...M
*
ofthe scatterers occurs, see Fig. 2. Along the whole length
ri, = r i - F i ~ ( X , - ~ i , ? i - ? i , ~ , , - z ~ ) , (1)
of the line the scatterers,which motion is tracked, must have
the same velocity.For a laminar flow, the line, thus, has to be where F(, is the vector from element i to the focus pointj , and
tilted
in the
direction of the
flow
lines.
M is the number of focus
points in the line.
The lateral focusing line is calculated during reception by The
time it takes the ultrasound pulse to propagate from
delaying and adding responses from the individual elements element i to the focuspoint j and hack to element i is
of the array. The
delays
are
found
for
each
focus
point
along
2
2
the line by determining the time
it takesfor theultrasound
ti, = ;\Fiji = ; J ( X ' - xJi ) ' +
(Yj-?i)'+
(Z,, - Zi)',
(2)
wave to travel from each of the aansducer elements to the when no delays are employed during emission of the ulua-

focus point and back to the transducer'
beams are in
this way constructed for each of the transmitted ultrasound
pulses.
The velocityis estimated from thecross-correlation of two
consecutive focusing lines. In this case the displacement of
the signals corresponds to
an estimate of the distancetraveled
by the scatterers in the lateral beam direction. Since the latera1 beams are situated along the
flow stream-lines, the complete velocity vector is directly estimated.

sound field. The receivedbackscattered signalfromelement i
that Corresponds to the ultrasound pulse emitted atnTpvj,can
be written as r,t(c,t),where f indicates the time since pulse
emission. The value of the field in a focus point j , is calculated by adding the responses foundin each element i for the
appropriate delay time ti,

where N is the number of transducer elements. For the next
ultrasound pulse (n l ) T p r f ,the value of the field in the same
point
will be
This section derivesa mathematical model of thelateral beam
approach. The measurement situation is depicted in Fig. 3.
N
The figure shows a multi-elementtransducer with N eleS n c l ( 7 j ) = C r n + l ( F i , ti.,)
i= I
ments. The vector from the origin
of reference to the physical
center of element i is 7;. A tilted focus line, that follows the
motion of the scatterers, is placed in the middle of the vessel. The vector7, indicates the positionof one of the j focus
where ~ i , ~ i .represents
,
the component of the velocity of a
points in the line, so that
scatterer placed in 7,. projected on the F;, direction. The sig*
nal is, thus, delayed dueto the motionof the scattererbetween
r, = (xi, y i , z i )
i = 1 . . .N

2.1 Measurementprinciple
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Figure 3: Coordinate systemfor the lateralfocusing line mea- Figure 4: The continuous line arrows show thereal velocity
and thedashedline arrows show theestimated velocity:
Fe,$,=
surement principle
(L%).
pulse emissions. The time fi, - 2 y T p r , will correspond to
a delay value til, where k is another point on the focusing line. matesof RL2, since the velocity of the scatterers can be conIf dl is a unitary vector in the direction of the lateral focusing sidered constant for several pulses. The estimated velocity
line, and ,/ is the distance between the points j and k , then between two consecutive pulses is:
71 = ?k l.Td,,and the following relation is found

+

-

1.

The focusing line signal calculated for the pulse emission at
time (n l)Tnr, is, thus, a shifted version of the focusingline 3 Results
signal forpulse emission at time nTPr,. Introducing a discrete
The new estimation approach was investigated using the Field
version of the transverse signal gives
I1 simulation propram
. - 181. A 3 MHz 64 elements linear array
(6)
transducer
was
used with a transmit focus at 150 mm. The
W )= S"(?jI)
height of the elements was 5 mm and the pitch is 0.3 mm. A
The shift in lateral position can then be calculated from the two cycle pulse was used and the pulse repetition frequency
cross-correlation of two consecutive signalsSl[j] and Sz[j]:
was 3.5 kHz. A plug flow with a velocity equal to v = 0.5 m / s
and 5000 point scatterers was simulated. The center of the
vessel was placed at a depth of 30 mm and the diameter of
the
vessel was 10 mm.
,-"
The beamforming was here done orthogonal to the ultrasound beam, so that no tilting of the focusing line was performed. The axial and transverse velocities were both estimated using the cross-correlation approach. The axial time
R u b ) = R~lk-n,),
(7) shift was estimated first and then usedfor off-setting the data
for theorthogonalbeamforming, so the axialmotionwas
where Rll(n) is the autocorrelation function of Sl[j]. The
eliminated by compensating for theaxial time shift.
shift in position is then determined by the index of the peak
Figure 4 shows theresult of the simulations. The scatof the cross-correlation function
terer patterns were generated for seven different angles beMax,[Rlz(n)] = M a x , [ R ~ ~ ( n - n , ~ ) ]
C.=A/& (8) tween the vessel and the axial beam. The received signals
were found for 20 shoots. The cross-correlation estimator
where A/ is the lateral sampling interval. Thecrossused 4 consecutivelines andthis gave a total of 16 esticorrelation can be improved by averaging over several esti- mates for each velocity value. The dashed arrows point to
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Table 1: Values of the correct transverse velocity and mean
value andstandarddeviation
of the estimatesforplug
flow.
The erroris calculated as: (mean(GI)- vx)/vx, and the accuracy is rnean(OJ/srd(fiJ
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Figure 5: Estimated velocity profiles for 8=30" using 100,
(
l
o
)
20, 10 and 4 lines. The thick line indicates the true velocity
std(C.4
profile, the continuous lineis the mean of the estimates, and
The estimates proved to be very close to the real velocities
the dotted lines are the mean i one standard deviation. The
(see Table 1). The values for the axial velocity v^; were very maximum standard deviation is shown on top of each plot.
close to thetrue velocity and themaximum standard deviation
for Oz,found for 0 = 30", had a value of 0.0015 &S.

( mstd(v^,)
ean(Q)z=

3.1 Results for a parabolic profile

8 [ded

30

90
45
60
0.056 0.04 0.073
o , 0 3 ~ o , ~ 2 9 0,029

0.081
Mean IO-vI [&S]
The next step was to simulate a parabolic profile for theScatstd ,m/sl o,047
terers and estimate the mapof velocities with the lateral beam
approach. The transducerand simulation setup was the same
plug
as
thefor
Table
flow.
2 : Meanstandard
and
difference
deviation
the of
beAgain orthogonal focusing lines, perpendicular to the z- tween the true profile and the estimated one.
axis, were calculated for different depths with a compensation for the axial velocity. No satisfactory results were obtained with this method. The second approach tilted the focusedlines in the same direction as the scatterers motion
The simulation was repeated for four inclinations of the
(Row beams). Each line will track scatterers with the same
velocity; the estimation ofthe velocity this
gave sat- vessel, &30, 45, 60, and 90". Foreachangle,theestimates
were found by averaging over 4, 10, 20 or 100 lines in the
isfactory results.
cross-correlation, which gave a total of 96, 90, 80 or I velocThe focusing lines for the How beams were selected to be .
Ity estimates respectively for every lateral beam. Some ofthe
I O mm long. They are rotated to have the same direction as
results are plotted in Figures 5,6,and 7. The thick solid line
the Row lines and are calculated for the different depths. The
IS the true velocity profile, the thin solid line is the mean, and
sampling interval of the axial position was 0.1 mm and the
the dotted lines are the mean ione standard deviationof the
lateral sampling interval AI was 0.01 mm.
. .
Once the cross-correlation function is calculated and aver- esclmates.
aged over a number of focusing lines, the index of the maxiThe total error in the velocity estimation is given by the
mum is obtained and interpolated to increasethe velocity resmean andthe standard deviation
of the differencebetween the
olution. The interpolation was done by fitting a parabola to
true and the estimated velocity profile as shown in Table 2.
the cross-correlation function around the maximum [91. The
The values are for the estimates using 4 lines. The results
velocity is calculated by
are calculated for a different cross-section distance for each
of the angles, so that only the significant part of the plots are
v = ---N
(I1) takeninto account : r E [-X.5,6]for 8=30", r E [-8.3,8.3]
for 8=45", r E [-8,8]for 0=60", r E [ - 5 , 5 ] for 8=90" ( r is
the distance from the center
of the vessel in mm).
where n;,, is the interpolated index.
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Figure 6: Estimated velocity profiles for tl=60° using 100,20, Figure 7: Estimated
velocity profiles for tl=90" using 100,20,
10 and4 lines.
IO and 4 lines.

4 Summary of results

795-799,1988
pages

The s,mulations for a parabolic flow shows that the new
methodcanaccuratelyestimatethe
velocityprofile within a
relative accuracv of I O % when w i n e onlv four Dulses emissions.The profile foranglesdifferentfrom 90" is wider than
theactual vessel due to the weakly focused transmitbeam
employed. The estimates are also biased around 30" andthe
peak value in the vessel is underestimated. The underestimation is reduced for larger angles.A noisier estimate is found
for an angle of90" than at other angles. The
reason for this is
yet unclear.
The angleof the flow must be enteredinto the estimator in
order to generate the flow beams, and this is a major drawback of the approach. It can, however, probably be estimated
from the actual data by also finding the peak in the crosscorrelation as a function of angle at the expense of an increase in the numberof calculations. Another improvementis
to use synthetic aperture imaging to increase the focusingof
the transverse beams and thereby lower the widening of the
estimated profiles.
L
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